DSL-N10
Wireless-N150 ADSL Modem Router

Modem and Router Functionality in One Powerful Package
The ASUS DSL-N10 is a true 2-in-1 device, serving as a wired and wireless modem and router. It combines all the functionality of both device classes, and adds to it with a range of features, including a powerful, wide coverage 5dBi antenna, four multiple SSIDs, plug-and-connect easy setup, and simple bandwidth prioritization.

Overview

Plug-n-Surf Installation
3 steps is all you need to setup the router.

Powerful and wide coverage
Featuring a 5dBi high-gain antenna, the DSL-N10 provides a boosted signal to ensure extended wireless networking range.

Graphic-oriented User Interface
Icon-based user interface displays the entire network status and facilitates advanced settings such as internet security in few clicks.

Bandwidth allocation and access control
The DSL-N10 can provide up to four wireless networks. You can allow different bandwidth priority and different access right to each network.
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Other Functions
- EZ QoS
- Wireless On/Off button
- WPS button

Actual data throughput will vary from network conditions and environmental factors. All specifications are subject to change without notice. Please check with your supplier for exact offers. Products may not be available in all markets. PCB color and bundled software versions are subject to change without notice. Brand and product names mentioned are trademarks of their respective companies.